
The firm needed to:
Quickly process high volumes of data with no 
maintenance or manual intervention

Understand root causes affecting NPS and 
trends over time

Surface key concepts in data for management 
and product roadmaps

The challenge
This Fortune 500 financial investment services firm sought to improve adoption of its online customer portal. To 
increase its adopter base, the firm’s Customer Intelligence Team needed to surface key insights buried in customer 
data collected from Net Promoter Score (NPS) surveys, to which it received over 9,000 responses each month. 

With insights in hand, the team could better understand what customers thought of new financial products. This 
would enable targeted, valuable discussions with management and result in more efficient iterations on product im-
provements. The 12-person Customer Intelligence Team manually sorted and analyzed all responses. This translated 
to a loss of at least one full business day each month, totaling about 100 people-hours, in an attempt to simply read 
feedback.

The solution
The firm used Luminoso to analyze its survey 
responses in minutes, surfacing top concepts and 
uncovering dominant themes. The team could now 
also identify drivers causing shifts in NPS to share at 
all levels throughout the organization.  

This new understanding of prevalent topics and 
themes most affecting feedback scores enabled 
resource prioritization for improving products 
and services. The Customer Intelligence Team 
learned how customers felt about the website 
experience, especially in regard to frustrations with 
recent changes. The team used this information to 
reconfigure the website – and directly increase usage 
as a result. 
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The results
The Customer Intelligence Team now spends less time researching and more time addressing critical issues, meaning it can:

Luminoso analyzed the survey responses in minutes, surfacing 
top concepts and uncovering dominant themes.

Luminoso turns unstructured text data into business-critical insights. Using common-sense artificial intelligence to understand language, we empower 
organizations to discover, interpret, and act on what people are telling them. Requiring little setup, maintenance, training, or data input, Luminoso combines 
world-leading natural language understanding technology with a vast knowledge base to learn words from context—like humans do—and accurately analyze text 
in minutes, not months. Our software provides native support in over a dozen languages, so leaders can explore relationships in data, make sense of feedback, 
and triage inquiries to drive value, fast. Luminoso is privately held and headquartered in Boston, MA.
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Luminoso analyzes unstructured text in minutes, to accurately 
make sense of it and inspire your organization’s actions.

Bring to light what your 
customers are saying

Reduced analysis time from 100 
hours per month to under 1 hour

Streamlined internal reporting of 
customer metrics

Uncovered key drivers behind shifts 
in NPS

Quickly identify and implement product 
improvements

Better understand and serve customers

 

Increase website usage based on actionable 
insights 

Use feedback and reviews as competitive 
advantage to boost revenue

The benefits
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